
Unimac packages deliver exible and scalable solutions with 
excellent performance for a wide variety of site conditions. Our 
VRU design is drawn from in-house expertise that spans a wide 
range of industries, as well as collaborative resources.

AAll VRU components are selected during the design process to 
optimize unit productivity, maximize efficiency, meet broad code 
compliance, and incorporate common industry practices.

Packages come fully documented and include System P&ID, 
Electrical Diagram, General Arrangement Drawings, Operating 
Manuals and Parts Books. 
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PRE-ENGINEERED

VAPOR RECOVERY SOLUTIONS

Other ows & sizes available

20 to 500 MSCFD
Up to 200 PSIG



VRU DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES
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Predicted  Production Rates
Installing a control device at an affected facility will 
maximize ROI while complying with Subpart 0000 
regulations. 

AAre predicted production rates relatively stable over 
the life of the facility or is it an unconventional shale 
play with a rapid decline rate? Many factors are 
considered when selecting the best solution for a 
given situation. 

AApplications with rapid decline rates may justify 
installing more than one VRU (sized = or < max 
predicted ow) to capture vapors at production start- 
up.  

VRU Economics
The VRU is a recognized control device for affected 
facilities, capturing VOC emissions by more than 95%. 
This facilitates compliance with New Source 
Performance Standards (NSPS) 40 CFR Part 40 Subpart 
0000. 

IIn addition, a VRU produces a return on investment 
(ROI). Even with lower Natural Gas prices, the value of 
this gas stream signicantly offsets the capital 
equipment, installation and operating costs. Factoring 
in the higher Btu value of the vapors, ROI is measured 
in months not years.

Made to Move 
Unimac’s VRU is built to facilitate multiple site deployments which are predicted in rapidly declining unconventional 
shale plays. The skids have fork lifting pockets as well as lifting eyes. Panel racks are self-contained and designed with 
lifting provisions for installation in an unclassied area. Wiring is Class 1 Division 1 MC-HL cable which signicantly 
reduces the labor time and cost when compared with rigid conduit, and it can be buried or run in cable trays.

TThe VRU Series is a pre-engineered package that is customizable. Thoughtful, clean design offers easy service access. 
All of the components are carefully selected and fully compatible. 
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Capacity Controls
Flexible capacity control is achieved by synergistically coordinating the VFD, inlet valve, and bypass circuit operation. 
The inlet valve controls vapor ow into the VRU based on available suction pressures.  This allows the VRU to isolate from
 the process creating signicant safety and operational advantages. The compressor speed is modulated by the VFD to 
accommodate any vapor capacities within design parameters.  Once the compressor reaches minimum design speed, 

additional reduction in output is accomplished with a bypass circuit. This cascade continually provides efficient, accurate,

rresponsive, and dynamic control of the VRU.
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VRU SERIES PERFORMANCE

Based on 0 PSIG Suction, 0 FASL, 68 F, 125 PSIG Discharge 
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT

                                                                                                              Piping & Tubing   6

                                                                                                           Conduit & Wiring   7

                           Drive Motor   3

                           Direct Coupled  2

Lubricant Coolant Sealant System   5

Rotary Screw Compressor   1

                               
                       Combination Lubricant & Final Gas Cooler  4  

Numerous options and customizations are available  to the VRU Series standard Bill of Materials including full weatherproof enclosure, 
low ambient package, Class 1 Div 1 classication, NACE certicication, etc. See page 6 for additional information.
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12 Motor Control Panel

11 Condensate Removal Pump

10 Suction Gas Scrubber ASME

9  Touch pad Control

8  PLC Panel
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GAS COMPRESSOR

Lubricant Coolant Sealant System    
AA Poly-glycol based (PGS) synthetic lubricant is 
selected for its resistance to hydrocarbon dilution.  
By maintaining its viscosity and lubricity properties, 
the lubricant drain intervals are greatly extended. 
PGS lubricant enhances performance with superior 
wear protection, thermal stability, oxidation stability, 
reduced sludge formation, and decreased deposit 
foformation. 

Differential pressure circulates the lubricant and 
injects it into the compression chamber.  It is then 
used to lubricate bearings, help seal gaps between 
the rotors, and provide system cooling. The lubricant 
is separated from the gas discharge stream (down to 
3-5 ppm by weight), cooled, ltered and cycled back 
into the system.

1.  Gas Intake

2.  Rotary Screw

3.  Lubricant Reservoir

4.  Sight Glass

5.  Fill Plug

6.  Thermostat

7.7.  Lubricant Filter

8.  Separator Element

9.  Minimum Press. Valve

1.  Gas Compressor

2.  Lubricant Out

3.  Lubricant In

4.  Heat Exchanger

5.  Drain

GGas Compressor Manufactured in Germany, every gas end is bench tested before leaving the factory to assure a 
high level of quality.  The compressors are lubricant ooded, single staged, and feature the proprietary ROLLING 
PROFILE® helical lobes.  The ROLLING PROFILE® helical lobes optimize torque characteristics and reduce internal 
leakage causing ultimate compressor efficiency. The compressor also includes larger bearings and a superior lubricant 
injection system that provide a long life cycle. Their unique design integrates the lubricant reservoir, lubricant lter, 
thermostat, minimum pressure valve, and nal separator in one component.  This design dramatically reduces the 
number of possible leak poinumber of possible leak points in the system. 
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VRU SERIES DIMENSIONS
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Low Ambient Package
TThe enclosure temperature is constantly monitored and 
controlled by cycling the heat exchanger fan motor. Automatic 
louvers direct the heated exhaust air outside, or re-circulate 
based on temperature.  Low wattage, self regulating heat cable  is 
installed on the suction scrubber and condensate drain tubing. A 
quilted berglass jacket insulates and covers the heat cable.

Weatherproof Enclosure
A sheet metal enclosure is powder coated and lined with high grade acoustic foam suitable for outdoor installation. The 
heavy gauge steel frame provides a rigid platform for mounting the removable hinged access doors, allowing easy service 
access 360 degrees around the VRU. A proprietary "door hold" design secures the door at 90 degrees with a simple, single 
hand release. Frames are trimmed with a neoprene bulb gasket, and doors tightly fasten with quarter turn “lift and turn” 
compression latches.  

ANSI / NACE MR0175 / ISO 151546 Compliant Construction 
The specic composition of the sour gas in the  application or installation is assessed. This forms the basis for 
determining the specic material requirements in accordance with MR0175/ISO 151546. Based on the available input 
data, the most suitable corrosion-resistant material and construction methods are selected.

Pre-wired Panel Rack Mounted for Shipping
The remote “panel rack” is designed to be installed ten feet away 
in an unclassied area. All of the interconnecting MC-HL power 
and control cables can be pre-wired and tested at the 
manufacturer’s facility. The panel rack and VRU skid are designed 
to mate and fasten for transport then de-couple for installation.  

OPTIONS
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